Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10007.16 "Out of the Darkness, Into the Light" Episode 1

Cast of Characters:
CO: Captain David Harison
XO: Lt. Cmdr. Morgaine Fey
CSO: Lt. Jg.  Alexandra Gomes
TO: Ensign Peter Pazoski
CTO: Lt. Timrok 
TO_Rosenberg: Tim
FCO/Bartender: Lt. Jg. Talac Zal 
CNS: Ensign Kezia Drift
CMO: Lt. Jg. Darek
MO_Ferger: Eldad
Admiral Poli, Commander Harison, John Rigor, Aqua Alien: Michael Jones 


Host AGM_Selan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Timrok says:
::on the bridge running the newly repaired TAC console through its paces::

TO_Peter says:
::sat in Tranquil Nebula, with a very large and nearly empty glass of synthale in front of him::

Host CO_David says:
::in his ready room studying reports, is in his relaxed mode::

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::in his quarters on the SB, packing his stuff::

XO_Fey says:
::In her quarters preparing to go to SB 595::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Still passes out::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::grabs a case from under the bed and exits his quarters.::

CEO_Atrides says:
::in his room, shoving a lot of laundry into a tiny cleaning unit.::

Host CO_David says:
::gets up and exits his Ready room::

CNS_Drift says:
::In her quarters, Gets some coffee from the replicator before, sorting out he mess on her desk::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::is...somewhere::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Alexandra awakens... it is dark, very dark for a moment.

Host CO_David says:
*Senior Staff*  Senior Staff report to the bridge.

TO_Peter says:
::gets up from the table and heads out of Tranquil Nebula and notices the sign on the door...::self: Tranquil nebula...good name for a bar...

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Then she hears a voice, a distant voice, nudging her...

MO_Fergon says:
::In his quarters preparing some thing important::

CNS_Drift says:
::Gets up and leaves her quarters, heading to the bridge::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::opens her eyes, looks around. She wonders if the dream is over::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Enters the turbolift at the end of the corridor.:: Computer: Bridge.

XO_Fey says:
::sets aside her travel bag and heads toward the TL::

TO_Peter says:
::hears the message and groans...then heads for the bridge::

CEO_Atrides says:
::shutting the door and turning the unit on, he throws on a leather jacket over his black T-shirt. His pants are black baggy jeans. Tying his black sneakers, he prepares to leave the ship. Stopping at the mirror, he strokes his growing goatee and smiles.::

CNS_Drift says:
::enters the TL:: Computer: Bridge

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Unaware of his situation, is in a dream state::

XO_Fey says:
::Takes the TL to the bridge.::

CTO_Timrok says:
::waits for the others to arrive::

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::gets over to the other side of the room, packing some final things::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Steps out of the turbolift and enters the bridge.::  CO:  Lt Jg. Zal reporting sir.

TO_Peter says:
::gets the TL to the bridge::

CNS_Drift says:
::Leaves the TL and walks onto the bridge::

Host CO_David says:
::nods to the arriving crew::

CEO_Atrides says:
::the styling CEO makes his way to a TL::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::listens to the voice::

MO_Fergon says:
::Finishes preparing and looks briefly at the window wondering why he has a feeling of forgetting some thing::

TO_Peter says:
::arrives at the bridge and heads for TAC 2::

XO_Fey says:
::Exits the TL still in civilian clothes and stands aside to wait.::

CEO_Atrides says:
::The styling CEO takes the TL to the bridge, exiting it and standing to the side, wearing his styling black clothes.::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Alexandra cannot make out the words of the voice... just that the voice seems familiar.

Host CO_David says:
::raps his knuckles on a console::

Host CO_David says:
All: Attention on deck!

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The darkness begins to fade...

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Stands at attention.::

TO_Peter says:
::stands at attention the CO's voice echoing around his head::

XO_Fey says:
::stands at attention.::

Host AGM_Selan says:
SCENERY FOR LILIA: A dim light, from who knows where, shows darkened consoles, of a quite old Soyuz Class starship bridge

CEO_Atrides says:
::stands at attention, wearing his styling new clothes.::

CTO_Timrok says:
::stands to attention & watches the CO::

CNS_Drift says:
::stands to attention::

Host AGM_Selan says:
SCENERY FOR LILIA: Dust covers the darkened consoles, some of which are shattered... some are burnt, but were burnt some time ago. No one is around... no one to utilize the voice she just heard.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::still listens to the voice but does not understand. Finally sees what is around::

CEO_Atrides says:
::walks out, in his rather cool looking clothes, and salutes, standing at attention.::

TO_Peter says:
::watches the CEO::

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::packs his stuff and slowly walks out of his former quarters::

CNS_Drift says:
::Still standing at attention watches the CEO move forward::

Host CO_David says:
::begins pacing the bridge::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::looks at the consoles, she can see she is in a ship. Goes to the FCO's console. Tries to find where she is::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::looks at the controls...tries to find which ship this is::

Host CO_David says:
Bridge Crew: Well I've never been very good at speeches but here goes.

MO_Fergon says:
::Exits his quarters and begins walking to sickbay::

CEO_Atrides says:
::stands at attention still. He does not flinch, though he thinks he might be in trouble.::

Host CO_David says:
Bridge Crew: For your actions in saving the lives of thousands of Federation citizens, I hereby grant you all commendations.

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::turns and sets his bag on the floor and then typing his security code to lock the quarters::

Host CO_David says:
Bridge Crew: And, you are all granted Starfleet Command Commendation for Gallantry.  Congratulations

CSO_Gomes says:
@::realizes the consoles aren't working. Tries to find the source of the voice...with no luck::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Slow Yeoman> ::Rushes out, nearly tripping over herself, holding a box as she rushes up to the Captain::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Slow Yeoman> ::Nearly out of breath:: He-re, y-you go... Captain...

XO_Fey says:
::Still at attention, she listens carefully, then nods.::

CEO_Atrides says:
::Stands still, nodding slightly though.::

TO_Peter says:
::tries not to laugh at the Yeoman::

Host CO_David says:
::Nods to the Yeoman:: Yeoman: Thank you.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::walks to the TL to see if it's working::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Slow Yeoman> ::Opens the wooden box to reveal several small medals attached to silvery ribbons::

Host CO_David says:
::takes the medals and begins placing them one by one around the crews necks::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Meanwhile, on the old Soyuz vessel, power seems to be out... however, the air is stale... and reeks of what... death?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The medals, since they're ribbons, not those types of medals, slide off onto the floor.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Meaning the Captain is going to have to pick them up and pin them on the crew.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::finally all her senses awake and she smells the air:: Self: I have a bad feeling about this...

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Continues to dream of Hawaii::

Host CO_David says:
::grumbles something about mice and picks up the medals::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Speaking of mice, one of those cats suddenly runs onto the bridge, and rushes between the legs of the crew, before vanishing into the Captain's ready room.

Host CO_David says:
::PINS the medals onto the crew and then takes off after the cat calling behind his shoulder:: All: Dismissed!

TO_Peter says:
::shakes his head:: self: the pressures of command ::chuckles and heads for the CNS::

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks at the medal but isn’t impressed & removes it after the CO leaves::

XO_Fey says:
::Blinks. Then looks at everyone standing around on the bridge.::

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::as he locks his former quarters and picks up his bag and start walking down the corridor::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::keeps looking around wondering where she is::

CEO_Atrides says:
::looks at the medal and when the captain leaves, sticks it in his pocket. It clashes with the leather coat.::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
ALL:  Well I'm off to the bar for some play time.

CNS_Drift says:
::notices the TO:: TO: How are you?

TO_Peter says:
::moves over to the CSO's chair and places the medal on it...he whispers something under his breath and walks over to the CNS::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Enters the turbolift.::

Host CO_David says:
::tracks the cat around his ready room::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Commander Harison> # COM: Elara: Elara, this is Cmdr. Harison, assistant to Admiral Poli... the Admiral requests a meeting with Captain Harison and Commander Fey please.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The Captain eventually catches the cat.

CEO_Atrides says:
All: I'm headed to the Starbase for sometime.. ::glances at the CSO's console and only shakes his head. Follows Talac into the turbolift.::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Begins to dream now that he is on a ship of some kind::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CEO:  I figure some time off the ship will help get my mind off of LTJg Gnomes.

TO_Peter says:
CNS: Im fine...w...actually, I need to talk...its about...::his emotions overrun him and he rushes into the TL:: Computer: deck 10

Host CO_David says:
::lugs the cat off to the bridge:: All: Someone wanna take this thing?

XO_Fey says:
::walks over to Joe and offers a handshake.:: CTO: It's going to be all right, I think.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Exits the turbolift and heads for the docking ring.::

CNS_Drift says:
::Tries to catch up with the TO and Jumps into the TL::

CEO_Atrides says:
FCO: Aye. I think the TO took it pretty hard. ::exits to the docking ring, preparing to go to the bar or something on the Starbase.::

CTO_Timrok says:
::smiles to Fey & shakes her hand:: if you say so

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Cmdr. Harison> # COM: Elara: I repeat, this is Commander Harison, delivering a message from Admiral Poli. He is requesting a meeting with Commander Fey and Captain Harison.

CNS_Drift says:
TO_Peter: would you like to go and talk?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: Back on the Soyuz ship, Gomes comes across the ship's plaque... covered in dust.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CEO:  Well have fun.  I'll be in the bar playing cards.  ::Heads to the stations prominade and looks for a good bar.::

Host CO_David says:
COM: Harison: Acknowledged Commander.  I'll be there as soon as possible.

TO_Peter says:
::collapses in the corner of the TL and nods his head weakly::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::looks at the plaque...tries to take the dust off to see the name::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Cmdr. Harison> # COM: Elara: Thank you Captain, bring your XO as well please.

CNS_Drift says:
::sits down in the TL Next to Peter smiles:: TO: what is wrong?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: Suddenly, out of the corner of her eye, Gomes sees a figure...

XO_Fey says:
::nods with a sad smile to the CTO before heading to the TL to return to her quarters.::

Host CO_David says:
::dumps the cat in the Yeoman's arms:: XO: Commander, we have a meeting on the Starbase.

CTO_Timrok says:
::watches Fey leave & sighs::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Slow Yeoman> ::Buckles under the cat's weight, nods, and makes her way away with a sigh::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::the dust goes away as her fingers clean it...in wat appears to be the middle of the word she can see a T and a W separated by a lot of dust::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Enters the crowded bar and takes a seat.::

CEO_Atrides says:
#::nods to the FCO and begins to walk around, in the opposite direction, lost in his thoughts.::

XO_Fey says:
CO: Aye, sir. I'll get my bag and meet you there if that's all right?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: ... soon, the figure in Gomes' vision disappears, and she is alone again.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::she takes the sleeve of her uniform and uses it to clean the plaque harder...USS G...::

TO_Peter says:
::raises head slightly but so the CNS still cannot see his eyes:: CNS: Everything, and nothing...I cannot explain what is happening to me...for the first time in my life, I feel...::the TL door open and Peter pushes past the CNS and runs down the corridor::

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::walks down the corridor, carrying his bag::

Host CO_David says:
XO: Not a problem Number One.  I'll see you in the Admiral's office.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::..GAT...

XO_Fey says:
::salutes the CO and heads to her quarters to collect her things.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::GATWA...::

CEO_Atrides says:
#::sticking his hands in his pocket, the rather sharply dressed CEO makes his way past many shops.::

CNS_Drift says:
::sighs and  Runs after Peter:: TO: Don't run away, I would like to talk.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Orders a drink from the bartender.::

Host CO_David says:
::enters a TL:: TL: Docking port 1.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The females on the starbase, look and stare in amazement at the passing CEO.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Computer> Acknowledged. ::Takes the CO to Docking Port 1.

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Begins to toss and turn::

CNS_Drift says:
:: catches up with Peter:: TO_Peter: Why are you running from me? I have never seen you like this

XO_Fey says:
::finally arrives at her quarters, collects her things and heads off toward the port.::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: Finally, the CMO awakens... and finds himself dangling from a ceiling, if that's what you could call it.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::as she looks at the name she almost looses her breath...she cleans the last letter really hard...it's a Y:: Self: No, it can't be...it isn't... ::she almost falls to the floor but finds a way to seat down slowly. Keeps looking at the plaque and speaks out loud:: Self: USS Gateway… it can’t be… it just can’t

Host CO_David says:
::exits the TL once it arrives and heads to the docking port::

CEO_Atrides says:
::flashes a grin at several of the ladies and makes his way along the Starbase, maybe heading to one of the Recreational Centers.::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Wakes up and realizes he is hanging upside down:: Self: Now, this is not logical, where am I?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The walls around the CMO are black and green, but are hidden mostly are shadows::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::The bartender returns with the drink.::  Bartender:  So is their and poker being played today?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: Ok, edited version of that action, The Walls around the CMO are black and green, and are mostly hidden by shadows.

TO_Peter says:
::turns to face the CNS and snaps:: Im not running from you...I’m running from ME...from what I have done...what I have...what I ha...::collapses to the floor, unconscious::

XO_Fey says:
::arrives at the port just behind the CO and nearly runs to catch up with him.::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#<Bartender> Talac: Why you looking to loose some money?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: He cannot seem to move his body, and oil drips along the walls.

Host CO_David ::enters his personal ID code and opens the airlock:: (Airlock.wav)

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$Self: Where is the Bishop FCO and where am I

CSO_Gomes says:
@::gets up and starts pacing this unknown bridge. Thinking...:: Self: This is not happening, this is adream...this is not here...this can't::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Smilles and places a bar of Latnuim on the bar.::

Host CO_David says:
#::walks down the corridor to the Starbase::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Looks at the walls:: Self: I hope that I am not on the Elara

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: No answer, as the CMO realizes he cannot speak... he has no control over his body. However, in his immediate eye-sight, he can see another man... wearing a sort of engineer's uniform, dangling.

XO_Fey says:
#::follows the CO, quietly.::

CNS_Drift says:
::Bends down to check peter is all right:: *MO* report to deck 10 please, our TO has collapsed

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#<Bartender> Talac:   In the backroom.  They have already started.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<MO> *CNS* On my way.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::gets up from the bar and heads to the back room.::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Has no control over his body but does see another man hanging nearby::

Host CO_David says:
#::enters the Starbase and heads for Admiral Poli's office::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<MO> ::Rushes to the turbolift, and heads to Deck 10::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Cmdr. Harison> # ::Sees the Captain and the XO, and gestures them to the Admiral's office:: Right this way, sir.

Host CO_David says:
#::follows Harison::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::takes a deep breath, still speaks out loud:: Self: Now Alexandra, just calm down. This ship isn't supposed to exist, not anymore. But then again, they never found it...it might have been lost...not destroyed

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Cmdr. Harison> # ::Opens the doorway for the Captain and the XO to enter::

XO_Fey says:
#::Continues to follow the CO to the Admiral's office hefting her travel bag as she moves.::

TO_Peter says:
::in the seas of unconsciousness Peter can see the last image of the CSO, taunting him, on his face a tear forms and falls to the carpet::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Opens the door to the back room and takes a seat at the large round table.::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Tries to sense what is around him::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# ::Stands as the CO and XO enter:: Please sit. ::Gestures to the two chairs before his desk::

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::walks into the TL::  TL: Docking bay 3

Host CO_David says:
#::enters the Admirals office and sits in the chair:: Admiral: You wanted to see us Admiral?

XO_Fey says:
#::salutes the Admiral before being seated.::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Smiling as he looks around at the other players.::  Other players:  Gentleman and of course ladies.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: Suddenly, all around the CMO... he can sense activity, and can only see momentary blurred shadows, as though those beings in the room with him moved at ultra-fast speeds. He hears a clicking of some sort.

CSO_Gomes says:
@Self: Then again it might be a ship with the same name. No, Starfleet doesn't do that. Alternate dimensions?

CEO_Atrides says:
#::has a rather large supply of credits and heads into one of the local Recreational Centers, known as an "Arcade". Many young teenage girls look at him with big eyes, making their boyfriends angry.::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<MO> ::Arrives on Deck 10, and works to bring the TO back to consciousness, gives him a hypo which in about 10 seconds will make him wake up::

CNS_Drift says:
:: watches Peter, waiting for the MO::

CNS_Drift says:
::notices the MO and stands up to greet him:: MO: He just collapsed, He was very stressed about something.

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Hears some clicking and see what seems to be shadows moving very fast::

TO_Peter says:
::opens his eyes and stares straight at the CNS:: CNS: Its because of me she is dead...

CSO_Gomes says:
@Self: There is no way I can know if this an alternate time line...not with this equipment. But, if the ship is here then maybe the crew is here

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Throws a few bars of Latinum on the table and in return receives a small pile of chips.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# ::Nods:: CO & XO: Yes, it's regarding your previous mission... ::Sits down, and reads the reports::

Host CO_David says:
#::looks at the XO and then back to Poli::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::the thought that the crew might be in there...the voice she heard:: Self: NO! That is going to far

XO_Fey says:
#::watches without expression as the Admiral reads.::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# CO: Now, Captain, I understand that you were unconscious during most of the incident. That's why I had Commander Fey come along.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::throws out of the chips and receives 5 cards.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@Self: Or is it? Oh, I'm just going crazy

Host CO_David says:
#Admiral: Yes sir.

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Tries to move but can not move a muscle::

CNS_Drift says:
:: Kneels down assuming he is talking about the CSO:: TO: It not your fault?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# Both of them: According to the reports from Starfleet Command, Mr. Reiley said that he "forced the Elara crew to assist him in the assault on the Cardassian post at Alterax III."

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Smiles and looks up from the cards as he sees what he has.::  Other players:  And how do you play this again?  ::Laughing.::

Host CO_David says:
#Admiral: Yes sir.

TO_Peter says:
CNS: It is...it was my job to keep the team safe...and I couldn't even do it before the pressure was on...

XO_Fey says:
#::looks at the Admiral.:: Admiral: I take full responsibility for the actions of the Elara at Alterax III.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# ::Looks up:: I think you'll understand if I don't believe that report from Reiley, and -- ::Pauses as the XO speaks:: XO: So, you are saying that your officers did assist him, and were not forced?

CEO_Atrides says:
#::loading a chip into a game and takes a hand at a rather unrealistic game, involving a plumber wearing red suspenders.::

XO_Fey says:
#Admiral: At that time, I was in command and the crew responded to my decision.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Throws out three chips and asks for two cards.::

CNS_Drift says:
TO: There hasn't been a record of a Transporter malfunction, we don't know what has happened to her yet. I am sure everyone on board would like to know.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# XO: I... see.

Host CO_David says:
#::takes in a deep breath:: Admiral: Excuse me sir, but what are you getting at?

CNS_Drift says:
TO: We are in the middle of space and anything can and does happen, We cannot change things sometimes, but you can't blame yourself.

CEO_Atrides says:
#::he is soon playing the game, having his plumber fight off hordes of evil turtles, rescue a princess many times, and continue to beat up a rather tyrannical turtle-creature.::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# CO: Nothing, really. I wanted to know the truth. Considering the damage caused to Starbase 595 again... not to mention the death of one of your crewmembers, or supposed death... which we're still investigating.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Takes the two cards and looks at his hand.::

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::walks out of the TL and enters the docking bay::

TO_Peter says:
::grabs the CNS arm:: I went over those logs 132 times and she just vanishes...maybe she didn’t materialize on the planet but she definitely...appeared somewhere...maybe she isn’t...no, I’m sure of it...

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# ::Tosses a smile at XO:: XO: Do not worry Commander, I wouldn't say this to those back at Command on Earth, but I probably would have made the same decision.

Host CO_David says:
#::smiles, at least the Admiral has a heart::

XO_Fey says:
#::sits straight, waiting.:: Admiral: Initially we were hijacked, but the final decision ... ::She stops.::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# XO: Yes, we pretty much learned that from the data logs of what happened in the brig... interesting way of getting out. Try not to damage your ship any farther. ::Smile::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Closes his eyes and begins to go into a Vulcan Meditation::

Host CO_David says:
#::hopes no one damages his ship further::

XO_Fey says:
#::finally allows a small smile. :: Admiral: Aye, sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
@Self: Well, there is one way I can find out if this is the same ship ::goes to the captain's ready room and tries to open the door::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: Finally, where the CMO is, the clicking stops, and there is a swishing like doors opening and closing, and the blurred images are gone. There are two sudden SLUUURPS, and the CMO and the other man in the room drop to the floor, they can move now.

CNS_Drift says:
:: Puts her arm around Peter:: TO: we cannot change what has happened but we can keep looking for her and trying to find out what happened.

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::enters a shuttle registered to the USS Scimitar and starts checking the systems::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Throws out two more chips and lays his hand down.::  Other players:  Sorry I have to take your money, but I believe this hand is mine.

CNS_Drift says:
TO: Would you like to go to my quarters and take this conversation out of the corridor.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The Ready Room door, old, and dusty, which begins to creak slowly open.

CEO_Atrides says:
#::with his amazing skill, Hunter easily completes the game on only one credit. Shaking his head, he moves on to better challenge.::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Gets up and looks around to the other man:: Stranger: Hello I am Dr. D, umm Dr. Darek

TO_Peter says:
::stands up:: CNS: I would...appreciate that

CSO_Gomes says:
@::tries to push the doors so they will open faster::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Other Man> ::Coughs:: I-I thought they would never stop... sometimes they go on for days... ::Cough, he's a black man, slightly taller than Darek, medium build, still sitting::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Notices a not so happy Klingon looking at him.::  Other players:  Wow tuff crowd.

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$Stranger: And your Name is?

CNS_Drift says:
::Walks with Peter to her office::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The doors on the Gateway fall over suddenly, and the darkened RR is revealed to Alexandra...

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Throws out another chip and gets ready for the next hand.::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$Stranger: Where are we and what is going on here?

CEO_Atrides says:
#::soon, a rather peeved teenager comes up to him. A terran, he is mad because his nineteen year old sweet heart, a Bajoran, is infatuated with the dashing CEO::

Host CO_David says:
#Admiral: Has anything new popped up during the investigations?

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::finishes the checks on the general systems and closes the door and starts the pre-launch sequence::

CEO_Atrides says:
#<R.P.T.>: Sir, I challenge you to a game of VR Ball.

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Reaches up to his COMM Badge:: *Elara*: Can you read me?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: ... Suddenly, meanwhile, back on the Elara and Starbase 595, Aqua skinned aliens, with no hair, no obviously clothing, three fingers on each of their two hands, with oval heads and large oval black eyes, appear, grabbing the CO, CNS, and TO before vanishing.

Host CO_David says:
#::What the?, tries to cry out for help::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Other Man> ::Coughs some more:: CMO: Don't bother... I tried several times, names John Rogir, I'm the Chief Engineer of Outpost 725, stationed in Sector 042.

XO_Fey says:
#::Jumps up startled!::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Looks at his cards.::

TO_Rosenberg says:
#COMM: SB_OPS: This is the shuttle Scim. 3, requesting permission to depart...

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: The CO, CNS and TO find themselves in a white place.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# ::Stands up:: What the--?!?

CSO_Gomes says:
@::enters the room. She has never been there before but she knew this place since her childhood::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<SB OPS> # COM: Scim 3: Permission granted, safe journey.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# XO: Come with me! ::Rushes out onto the bridge::

TO_Rosenberg says:
#COMM: SB_OPS: Thank you, Scim 3 out..

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$Rogir: I am CMO LtJG Darek, USS Elara, or was on my way there, do you know where we are?

TO_Peter says:
@::looks around:: all: hmmm...this is different

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Throws out 4 chips.::  Dealer:  I'll stay with these thanks.

XO_Fey says:
#::Follows the Admiral.::

CEO_Atrides says:
#::the CEO turns around, flashes a smile, and answers.:: R.P.T.: I accept kid… lets go. ::the trio make their way to an empty VR Room and put on the gauntlets, waistband, boots, and helmet. Soon the VR Room loads the game, which is an anti-gravity game. It is a form of the old game known as Pong, but involves humans as the paddles.::

CTO_Timrok says:
:: watches the Tac display showing the momentary intruder on board in the CNS office::

Host CO_David says:
@All: Are you alright?

CSO_Gomes says:
@Self: It is true...to true to be from another time line ::She goes to the desk...exactly the same as in the simulations she used to play,,,::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Looking up he notices the Klingon not to amused.::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# SB CREW: What just happened, we've lost Captain Harison!

CNS_Drift says:
@::Rubs her eyes:: CO: Yes and yourself?

TO_Peter says:
@CO: fine sir...

Host Admiral_Poli says:
# <SB CREW> ::Shakes there heads, and start reporting their findings::

Host CO_David says:
@CNS: Well I imagine the Admiral won't be to happy.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
ACTION: Suddenly, in the white place, one of the aliens appears... hovering before the CO, CNS, and TO.

CEO_Atrides says:
#::the game begins and soon it is a fast paced action game. The teen passes in skill, but Hunter makes it up with speed and daring maneuvers.::

XO_Fey says:
#::glances over the consoles, waiting.::

CTO_Timrok says:
computer: where is CNS Drift?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Throws down another few chips and lays his hand down.::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Aqua Alien> @ ::In a silky voice:: ALL: I am sorry for our actions, but we need your help.

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$::Begins to look around his surroundings::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::sits at the desk:: Self: So, they were indeed wrong. he ship wasn't destroyed...it was brought here...but where is here?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Smilling at the other players.::  Other-players:  Almost amazing isn’t it folks.

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::finishes the pre-launch sequence, activates the thrusters and slowly maneuvers the shuttle out of the docking bay, into open space..::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$Rogir: Do you know of a way out of here?

Host CO_David says:
@::turns and glares at the alien:: Alien: I am Captain Harison of the Elara...

TO_Peter says:
@::watches the alien and the CO::

CNS_Drift says:
@CO: this has been happening a lot recently.

CEO_Atrides says:
#::in a rather quick match, the CEO emerges as the victor, the teenager downhearted. But he nearly smiles, bow's gallantly to the girl, and leaves the Arcade.::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Watches as the Klingon stands up across the table.::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<John Rogir> $ CMO: No, I've been here for months... haven't found a way out yet.

CSO_Gomes says:
@Self: And if she wasn't destroyed...then the crew might not be dead...at least not  then but now...

Host CO_David says:
@Alien: Who are you?  And what makes you think we'll cooperate?

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Aqua Alien> @ CO: Because it is our fault... and the life of one of your crewmates is in danger. I believe her name is Alexandra Gomes.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#Klingon:  Hey remember this is a friendly game.  ::Trying to act casual.::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$Rogir: Aye, but it is logical to find a way out, do you know who these creatures are?

CNS_Drift says:
@::Looks at the alien, shocked when he mentions Gomes::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#<Klingon>  Talac:  You are cheating!

CTO_Timrok says:
::taps his comm. badge :: *TO*  proceed to the CNS quarters at once

TO_Peter says:
@::he raises his head and whispers:: self: she’s not dead??

TO_Rosenberg says:
#::as he clears the SB he sets a course to the USS Scimitar and engages at warp 4, away from the SB, away from the Elara but his memories will stay of that great ship::

XO_Fey says:
#::Looks at the papers she is carrying. Then, sighs.

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<John Rogir> $ CMO: No, they came out of nowhere and attacked the Outpost, took me and the Admiral stationed there with us, a ship was supposed to help us... the Elara I think, but they never came.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::Gets up from the table.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@Self: Could he be alive? After all this years ::she looks at the painting on the wall. A sixteen century ship sailing in open ocean. An image so familiar yet one she never thought she would see in reality::

Host CO_David says:
@::draws himself up:: Alien: What do you mean?

CEO_Atrides says:
#::out of the Arcade, the Star Base lights shining upon his awesome threads, the CEO emerges in his mighty power. He is the equivalent of every hero… he is Superman… wait… no...he is not just a man, but a God...::

CMO_Lt_Darek says:
$Rogir: I believe they were there, I was on my way there to meet them.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
#::The Klingon breaks a bottle over the table.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::remains siting...thinking::

CTO_Timrok says:
::upon receiving no reply inquires to the computer again:: computer: what is the location of TO Pazoski

CNS_Drift says:
@::Waits to hear what the alien is talking about::

Host Admiral_Poli says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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